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1. Introduction. Let X be a locally compact separable metric space
and m be a positive Radon measure on X with full support. For an

m-symmetric Hunt process M (Xt, Px) on X with the associated Dirichlet
form being regular, the following decomposition of additive functionals (AF’s
in abbreviation) has been known ([1], [3]):
(1) u(Xt) u(X0) Mtul + NtIul, Px-almost surely
which holds for quasi every (q. e. in abbreviation) x X. Here u is a func-
tion in the Dirichlet space, MtIu is a martingale AF of finite energy, NtIul

is a
continuous AF of zero energy and ’for q.e. x X’ means ’for every x X
outside a set of zero capacity’ NtIul

is then of zero quadratic variation on
each finite time interval Pm-a.s. but not necessarily of bounded variation. In
this sense, (1) is beyond a semimartingale decomposition and it is a pro-
totype of the so called Dirichlet process. However we can not tell in general
where the exceptional set of zero capacity involved in the decomposition (1)
is located. This ambiguity imposes a limitation on its applicability especially
to the finite dimensional analysis.

If we assume the absolute continuity of the transition function Pt(x, B)
of the process M
(2) p(x,-) -< m, V t > 0, Vx X,
then it is possible to refine the decomposition (1) by giving conditions on the
function u so that the AF’s on the right hand side of (1) make sense for ev-

ery starting point x X (namely, they are converted into AF’s in the strict

sense) and further (1) holds for every x X as well. Some sufficient condi-
tions for this are presented in the book [3]. In [2], the author shows that a

necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the energy measure of u is
smooth in the strict sense:
(3) <> S.

In this paper, we start with conditions (2) and (3) and investigate some
basic properties of the corresponding AF NI in the strict sense. To sim-
plify the presentation, we assume that the Dirichlet form is strongly local
and M is a conservative diffusion process. We can then deal with functions
belonging locally to the Dirichlet space.

2. A strict decomposition. We use those notions and notations in [3]
concerning Dirichlet forms, diffusion processes and additive functionals
(AF’s in abbreviation). Let (8, ) be a strongly local, regular Dirichlet form
on L(X;m). We assume that there exists a conservative diffusion process
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M (Y2, t, Xt, P) on X associated with 8 whose transition function Pt
satisfies the absolute continuity condition (2). We note that, although the ex-
istence of a diffusion process associated with the present Dirichlet form
follows automatically from general theorems in [3], the existence of such a
process possessing the additional property (2) is highly non-trivial, and in
many cases we have to work with other methods like PDE in the construc-
tion. See [4] for a prototype of such a construction.

We say that a function u is locally in . (u .oc in notation) if for any
relatively compact open set G there exists a function w ;K such that u
w m-a.e, on G. Any u . admits a unique positive Radon measure

1
g<u> called the energy measure of u, which satisfies 8(u, u)

Under the present locality assumption on 8, the energy measure can be also
associated with :toc uniquely.

A real valued function At(oo) of t _> 0 and to Y2 is called a continuous

AF (CAF in abbreviation) in the strict sense if it is {.t}-adapted and the fol-
lowing properties in t --> 0 hold Px-a.s. V :c X Ao(tO) 0, At(to) is con-
tinuous on [0, oo) and additive: At+s{OO) As(w) + At(sOO) s, t >- O. Two
CAF’s in the strict sense A), A) are regarded to be equivalent if they are

indistinguishable in the sense that AI) ,-t
() V t > 0 Px-a.s. x X.

A CAF in the strict sense is called positive (a PCAF in the strict sense
in abbreviation) if it is non-negative V t--> 0 Px-a.s. V x X. The equiva-
lence classes of all PCAF’s in the strict sense is denoted by A+.

We add the phrase ’in the strict sense’ to an AF in order to distinguish
it from the somewhat relaxed notion of an AF employed in [3] which admits
an exceptional set of starting points x X of zero capacity and fits more in
the Dirichlet form setting. Under the present absolute continuity assumption
(2) however, we can handle AF’s in the strict sense equally in a systematic
way.

(2) implies that the resolvent kernel R(x, E) of M admits a symmetric
density ra(x, y) with respect to rn which is c-excessive in each variable ([3,
Lemma 4.2.4]). For a positive Borel measure g on X, its c-potential is

defined by RaN(x) f r,(x, y)g(dy), x X. Denote by S0o the family of

positive Borel measures g such that g(X) < oo and SUPxx R,g(x) < oo. An
increasing sequence {E} of finely open sets with U =t E X will be called
an exhaustive sequence of finely open sets. A positive Borel measure g is said
to be smooth in the strict sense if there exists an exhaustive sequence of finely
open sets {E} such that I,’[ Soo, l 1,2,’-".

Denote by S the totality of smooth measures in the strict sense. S1 is

known to stand in one to one correspondence with the family Ac+ of function-
als by the Revuz correspondence ([3, Th. 5.1.7]). S is contained in the family
S of smooth measures introduced in [3, {}2.2].

The next theorem is formulated and proven in [2, Theorem 2] without
the present conservativeness assumption. We use the notations /o (resp.
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Wc,;oc) from [3, {}5.5] standing for the family of all martingale AF’s locally of
finite energy (resp. all continuous AF’s locally of zero energy).

Theorem 2.1. Suppose
(4) u is finite valued, finely continuous and u =toc.
The condition (3) is then necessary and sufficient for u to admit the decomposi-
tion

(5) u (Xt) u (Xo) MIu +NI Vt>0P,-a.s., VxX
with M NIu

possessing the following properties"
M[U] +(a) M1

o, is a CAN in the strict sense admitting an A A and
an exhaustive sequence {E} of finely open sets such that, for each l,

(It# Iul )E,( t^/ -E,(At^,) < oo E t^/ 0 V x E.
Here zt denotes the first leaving time from the set E.

N[u]
(b) Ntu W,o, is a CAF in the strict sense.

In this case, the energy measure/z<u> and A in (a) are related by the Revuz
correspondence. Any exhaustive sequence of finely open sets associated with

/2<u> works as a sequence appearing in (a).
The above decomposition is unique up to the indistinguishability.

Theorem 2.1 (a) means that Mu is a local martingale CAF (in the strict
sense) with the quadratic variation being the PCAF in the strict sense cor-

responding to the energy measure
3. Properties of N Iul. In this section, we consider those functions u

satisfying conditions (3) and (4) and investigate the locality, the support and
the absolute variation of the corresponding CAF’s Nu in the strict sense,
locally of zero energy, produced by Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that u, ua satisfy conditions (3) and (4) and that

u u is constant on a nearly Borel finely open set G. Then
IV/[u] M [ual(6) *’*tArG *’*’t/xra, t/xr t/rc

up to indistinguishability. Here v denotes the first leaving time from G.
Proof By virtue of [3, Lemma 5.5.1], (6) holds V t --> 0 P,-a.s. for q.e. x

X. This can be strengthened to V x X" in the same way as in [2,
Proof of uniqueness].

The sprectrum a(u) of a function u Loc is defined in [3] as the com-
plement of the largest open set G such that g(u, v) 0 V v go, cg being
any special standard core of 8 and gc {v Cg:supp[u] c G}. The
c-spectrum as(u) is defined by replacing g with ga in the above.

For a closed set F, we write {t > 0:Xt(co) X--F} U /(o0),
{Iv} being countable number of disjoint open intervals, which can be enumer-
ated in a way that ends points are measurable. We call {I} excursions of
the sample path X out of F.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that u and u satisfies conditions (3) and (4).
Let {I} be excursions out of the spectrum a(u) of u. Then
(7) Px(NtI" is constant on I, V r]) 1, V x X.
Let {I,} be excursions out of the c-spectrum a(u) of u. Then

(8) Px(NtI"l o u(Xs)dsis constant on I,, Vr) 1, Vx X.
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Proof. A weaker version of the above theorem with ’V x X’ being re-

placed by ’for q.e. x X’ is implied in the proof of [3, Theorem 5.4.1],
where the Beurling-Deny theorem on the spectral synthesis is invoked. Then
we can utilize the condition (2) to get for any x X and s > 0

Px(Nt[" is not constant on [e, oo) N I 3 V)
Px (NtI’l (0oo) is not constant on I, (0w) r)
Ex(Px(NtI" is not constant on I, r))) 0

arriving at (7). The proof of (8) is the same.
Remark. On account of Theorem 3.1 and the derivation property of the

energy measure ([3, 3.2]), We can prove that Theorem 3.2 extends to u

:b,toc provided that there exist an exhaustive sequence {Gk} of relatively
compact open sets and functions {k} in o 1 Co(X) such that Ck equals 1
on G, vanishes outside G+t and g<> S, k 1,2, "-’.

For a subset B c X, we let ob,B {v o CI L" 0 q.e. on X-- B}.
Theorem 3.3. The next two conditions (3.a) and (3.b) are equivalent for a

function u satisfying (3) and (4):
(3.a) There exists a signed measure lz expressible as l ll [2 for some

[22 S and
8 (u, v) (t2, ) V v U

k

where {G} is an exhaustive sequence of finely open sets commonly associated

with [21,
(3.b) NtIul

is of bounded variation on each compact interval of [0, oo) Pz-a.s.
VxX.
In this case, N" --A() + A(2)

for A
() A+

c,1 with Revuz measure [2, i-
1,2.

Proof of (3.a) (3.b). Let A), i 1,2, be as in the last assertion above
and set A A1) A2). Then, we get from (3.a) and [3, Lemma 5.4.4]

u- (-- --A) t < r) 1 q.e. x Xx.-, (I’A)
By letting k---* oo, Px(NIu At V t O) 1 q.e. x X, and by virtue
of(2)

in] v(Nt+ At+ + A V t >_ O) 1 V x X.
Since both NIul

and A are AF’s in the strict sense, we may let 0 to get

Px(NtIu] A V t >- O) 1 V x X.
Proof of (3.b)=:> (3.a). As in the proof of [3, Theorem 5.4.2], it suffices

to use the following variant of [3, Lemma 5.4.3]:
Lemma 3.1. For any N W and for any nearly Borel finely open set G,

1
lim-Ev.m(Nt;t> vv) 0, Vv=Rf,fL(X;m).
to

Since the functional NI is strict version of that appearing in [3], we
can restate [3, Theorem 5.5.4] as follows:

Theorem 3.4. The following two conditions (3.c) and (3.d) are equivalent

for a function u satisfying (3) and (4):
(3.c) For some smooth signed measure [2 and a generalized compact nest

{F} associated with
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k

(3.d) NtI is of bounded variation on each compact interval of [0, oo) Px-a.s. for
q.e.xX.

In this case, the following is true:
(3.e) NtI"l

is of bounded variation on each compact interval of (0, oo)Px-a.s.
xX.

The last assertion is due to the absolute continuity condition (2).
Corollary 3.1. Let u be a function satisfying (3) and (4). Suppose there e-

ists a signed Radon measure f satisfying for a special standard core of
(u, v) (, .

(i) If f charges no set of zero capacity, then (3.d) and (3.e) hold.
(ii) If the total variation of f is in S, then (3.b) holds.
In fact, as [3, Corollary 5.5.1] we can see that (i) (resp. (ii)) implies (3.c)
(resp. (3.a)).
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